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1.0 OBJECTIVES
After studying this unit, you should be able to:

explain the concept of the accounting standards;

discuss the benefits of accounting standards;

discuss the procedures of issuing accounting Standards in India;

describe International Financial Reporting Standards, GAAP, IAS etc;

develop the insights about the need and procedure of issuing IFRS;

understand how Indian economy is converging towards implementing IFRS.

make comparison between Indian AS and International AS;

describe the procedure for measuring business income;

explain the accounting concepts that are relevant to measurement of business
income; and


state the objectives of measurement of business income of business income.

1.1 CONCEPT OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
1

Accounting is the language of business. All financial information (i.e. nature of
financial activities, financial position, financial results, present trend and further

prospects etc.) are available through accounting. The so-called financial
information is communicated to the users (both internal as well as external) of
accounting information by preparing and presenting the financial statements. As
such, it becomes necessary to develop some Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) while preparing the financial statements by which the language
of the business can be communicated to the users.

Acounting Standards

As per section 129 of Companies Act, 2013 the financial statements of a
company must present a true and fair view of the income and financial position
of the company. However, it does not define what constitutes a true and fair
view of a company. Since the beginning of accounting, a number of Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles have been developed consisting of accounting
concepts and conventions so as to bring comparability and uniformity in the
financial statements of various business organizations. However, even these
GAAP allow many alternatives for the treatment of same item that can be
followed by the business organizations while preparing financial statements which
leads to lack of consistency, uniformity and comparability among the financial
statements of different originations. In addition, there must not be any ambiguity
and uncertainty relating to the facts, figures and terms which are contained in
the financial statements and will be presented to the users of accounting
information.
Hence, there is a need to develop some standards which must be followed
by all the organizations so as to achieve uniformity in the financial statements.
For this purpose, International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) was
established on 29th June, 1973. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
and Institute of Cost Accountants of India are members of IASC. ICAI is also
developing its own accounting standards patterned on International Accounting
Standards modified to the requirements of Indian accounting community.
Definition
In the words of Kohler, an accounting standard may be defined as ‘a
code of conduct imposed on accountants by custom, law or professional
body.’
Thus, accounting standards may be defined as the accounting principles and
rules which are to be followed for various accounting treatments while preparing
financial statements on uniform basis and which will reveal the same meaning
to all the interested groups who will use the same. Thus, the Standards are
considered as a guide for maintaining and preparing accounts.
Nature of Accounting Standards
On the basis of forgoing discussion, we can say that accounting standards are
guide, dictator, service provider and harmonizer in the field of accounting process.
Serve as a guide to the accountants: Accounting standards serve the
accountants as a guide in the accounting process. They provide basis on which
accounts are prepared. For example, they provide the method of valuation of
inventories.
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Act as a dictator: Accounting standards act as a dictator in the field of
accounting. Like a dictator, in some areas accountants have no choice of their
own but to opt for practices other than those stated in the accounting standards.
For example, Cash Flow Statement should be prepared in the format prescribed
by accounting standard.
Serve as a service provider: Accounting standards comprise the scope of
accounting by defining certain terms, presenting the accounting issues,
specifying standards, explaining numerous disclosures and implementation date.
Thus, accounting standards are descriptive in nature and serve as a service
provider.
Act as a harmonizer: Accounting standards are not biased and bring uniformity
in accounting methods. They remove the effect of diverse accounting practices
and policies. On many occasions, accounting standards develop and provide
solutions to specific accounting issues. It is thus, clear that whenever there is
any conflict on accounting issues, accounting standards act as harmonizer and
facilitate solutions for accountants.

1.2 BENEFITS OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
There are many benefits of accounting standards. Let us discuss the main benefits
of Accounting Standards one by one.
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1)

Standardized Accounting: Perhaps the most important advantage of the
FASB standard setting for businesses is the uniform set of accounting
principles it promotes. The FASB clearly states the generally-accepted
accounting principles that businesses must follow to avoid confusion. For
example, the FASB prevents businesses from using one method for
calculating inventory at the beginning of a fiscal year and finishing the year
with another method. Without the accounting standards set forth by the
FASB, businesses could use accounting methods that portray financial data
inaccurately to investors.

2)

Problem Identification: The FASB standard setting provides a framework
upon which potential accounting problems are identified and corrected.
Because all businesses in the US use the same accounting principles, any
problems or inadequacies in the accounting process are quickly identified
and reported to the FASB. The FASB then investigates the problem and,
if needed, modifies or writes a new accounting rule for the accounting
process. For example, if businesses find that reporting a certain type of
liability on their income statement unfairly lowers their net income, they can
appeal to the FASB so that it can identify problems with the standard
setting.

3)

Private Regulation: The FASB is a private entity with no affiliation to
the US government. Despite this, the Securities and Exchange Commission
relies on the FASB to set the accounting rules that all companies in the
US must follow. The SEC can technically create an accounting oversight
board or government agency to set accounting rules. However, using the
FASB eases the burden on the US government and lets the private sector
dictate accounting rules.

4)

International Accounting Standard: The FASB is advantageous because
it actively promotes an internationally recognized set of accounting rules.
Globalization has deeply connected foreign financial markets; a standard
set of accounting rules would make financial reporting more accurate and
fair between countries. One of the goals of the FASB is to make financial
reporting more uniform globally with the cooperation of the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

Acounting Standards

1.3 PROCEDURE FOR ISSUING AS IN INDIA
There is a set procedure for issuing AS in India. Let us discuss this prodedure
in detail.
1)

Determination of the need of an AS
First, the Accounting Standard Board determines the broad areas in which
accounting standards needs to be formulated.

2)

Constituting Study Group
Study Group will be constituted consisting the members of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of India. The motive behind constitution of this
group is to assist the accounting Standard Board in its activities.

3)

Drafting the Standard
The Study Group Prepares draft of the proposed Standard. The proposed
draft enlists the following areas:

4)

a)

Objective of the standard.

b)

Scope of the Standard.

c)

Definitions of the terms used in the standard

d)

Recognition & Measurement Principles

e)

Presentation & Disclosure requirements.

Analyzing the Draft
ASB in this stage considers the Preliminary draft prepared by the Study
Group. In case anything needs to be revised than Accounting Standard
Board takes the following steps.
a) ASB makes the revision
b) ASB refers the same to the study Group

5)

Circulation of the Draft
In this step, the ASB circulates the AS draft to the council members of
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and the following specifies
bodies for their comments.
a)

The Institute of Works & Cost Accountants of India

b)

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India.

c)

Ministry of Company Affairs.
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6)

d)

Comptroller & Auditor General of India

e)

Central Board of Direct Taxes

f)

Standing Committee of Public Enterprises

g)

Reserve Bank of India

h)

Indian Banks Association.

i)

Securities & Exchange Board of India.

j)

Associated Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Confederation of
Indian Industry and Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &
Industry.

k)

Any other body considered relevant by the ASB.

Holding Discussion and Finalizing Exposure Draft
ASB holds meeting with the representatives of above mentioned bodies for
the purpose of determining their views on the Draft Accounting Standard.
Based on analyses of the discussion, ASB finalizes the exposure draft of
proposed accounting standards.

7)

Circulation of Exposure Draft
The exposure Draft of the proposed standards is issued for comments the
members of the ICAI and the public.

8)

Finalizing the Exposure Draft
Based on the comments received, the ASB finalizes the draft of the
proposed standards. Finally ASB submits the same to the council of the
ICAI.

9)

Modifying & Issuing the Accounting Standard
The council of the ICAI then considers the finalized draft standard and
if necessary modifies the same in consultation with the ASB. The ICAI then
issues the Accounting Standard after modification if any on the relevant
subject.

1.4

SALIENT FEATURES OF FIRST TIME
ADOPTION OF INDIAN ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS (Ind-AS):101

Ind-AS 101 lays out the accounting principles for first-time adoption of
Ind-AS. It prescribes the various requirements to be fulfilled during the transition
period when a company adopts Ind-AS for the first time, i.e., when it moves
from making the financial statements in accordance with Accounting Standards
(Indian GAAP) to make them in accordance with Ind-AS.
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Conceptually, the accounting under Ind-AS should be applied retrospectively
at the time of transition of companies from applying Accounting Standards (Indian
GAAP) to Ind-AS. However, for and easy transition, Ind-AS 101 has provided
some exemptions for retrospective application of Ind-AS. The exemptions are

clearly categorised into those which are mandatory in nature (i.e., cases where
the company is prohibited to apply Ind-AS retrospectively) and those which
are voluntary in nature (i.e., it is upto the company to apply or not to apply
certain requirements of Ind-AS retrospectively).

Acounting Standards

Ind-AS 101 also lists out presentation and disclosure requirements to explain
the transition to the users of financial statements. It also requires a company
to explain how the transition will affect its reported balance sheet, financial
performance and cash flows. It does not provide any exemption from the
disclosure requirements in other Ind-AS.
Objective of Ind-AS 101
The objective of Ind-AS 101 is to ensure that the entity’s first Ind-AS Financial
Statements, and its interim financial reports for the period covered by those
financial statements, contain high quality information that:
1.

Is transparent for users and comparable over all periods presented,

2.

Provide a suitable starting point for accounting in accordance with the Indian
Accounting Standards (Ind-AS), and

3.

Can be generated at a cost that does not exceed benefits.

Scope of Ind-AS 101
An entity shall apply the Indian Accounting Standard-101 (first time adoption
of Indian Accounting Standards) in:
a)

First Financial Statements after implementing Ind-AS.

b)

Each Interim Financial Report in accordance with Ind-AS 34 Interim
Financial Reporting for the part of the period covered by its first IndAS financial Statements.

1.5

CURRENTLY PREVAILING ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS IN INDIA

Section 133 of Companies Act, 2013 requires the companies to comply with
the prevailing accounting standards. As on 1st April, 2016 there are 32 accounting
standards specified by ICAI, all of which are mandatory to be complied by
the companies. Following is the list of these standards:


AS 1 Disclosure of Accounting Policies



AS 2 Valuation of Inventories



AS 3 Cash Flow Statements



AS 4 Contingencies and Events Occurring after the Balance Sheet Date



AS 5 Net Profit or Loss for the period, Prior Period Items and Changes
in Accounting Policies



AS 6 Depreciation Accounting



AS 7 Construction Contracts (revised 2002)



AS 8 Accounting Policies, Chanages in Accounting estimates and Errors.
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AS 9 Revenue Recognition



AS 10 Accounting for Fixed Assets



AS 11 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates (revised 2003),



AS 12 Accounting for Government Grants



AS 13 Accounting for Investments



AS 14 Accounting for Amalgamations



AS 15 Employee Benefits (revised 2005)



AS 16 Borrowing Costs



AS 17 Segment Reporting



AS 18 Related Party Disclosures



AS 19 Leases



AS 20 Earnings Per Share



AS 21 Consolidated Financial Statements



AS 22 Accounting for Taxes on Income.



AS 23 Accounting for Investments in Associates in Consolidated Financial
Statements



AS 24 Discontinuing Operations



AS 25 Interim Financial Reporting



AS 26 Intangible Assets



AS 27 Financial Reporting of Interests in Joint Ventures



AS 28 Impairment of Assets



AS 29 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets



AS 30 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement



AS 31 Financial Instruments: Presentation



AS 32 Financial Instruments: Disclosure

Check Your Progress A
1.

Define the term ‘Accounting Standard’.
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

2.

What are the main objectives of accounting standards?
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

3.

Discuss the procedure of issuing accounting standards in India.
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
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................................................................................................................

4.

Give any three limitations of accounting.

Acounting Standards

................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

1.6 INTERNAT1IONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING
STANDARDS
Accounting provides companies, investors, regulators and others with a standardized
way to describe the financial performance of an entity. Accounting standards
present and prepares of financial statements with a set of rules to abide by
when preparing an entity’s accounts, ensuring this standardization across the
market. Companies listed on public stock exchanges are legally required to
publish financial statements in accordance with the relevant accounting standards.
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is a single set of accounting
standards, developed and maintained by the International Accounting Standards
Board with the intention of those standards being capable of being applied on
a globally consistent basis — by developed, emerging and developing economies.
Thus, providing investors and other users of financial statements with the ability
to compare the financial performance of publicly listed companies on a likefor-like basis with their international peers.
IFRS are now mandated for use by more than 100 countries, including the
European Union and by more than two-thirds of the G20. The G20 and other
international organisations have consistently supported the work of the Board
and its mission of global accounting standards.

1.7 NEED AND PROCEDURE OF IFRS
With the increasing globalization of financial markets and of companies, the use
of a single set of financial reporting standards across countries is viewed as
having increased the comparability of financial statements across borders. It also
reduces the cost of preparing the consolidated financial statements of groups
made up of companies conducting business all around the world.
Financial reporting standards have been in the spotlight since the banking crisis,
more specifically those requiring the measurement of financial assets and
liabilities at fair value. In September 2009, G20 leaders in Pittsburgh asked
the accounting standard setters IASB and, its US counterpart, the FASB to
work towards a single set of high quality global accounting standards by
June 2011. Convergence, however, is proving challenging and is likely to be
pushed back.
Initially, IFRS begun as an academic project aimed at creating a single set of
global standards, their actual use was kick-started by the European Union.
An EU regulation requires listed companies in Europe to adhere to International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) from financial years commencing on or
after 1 January 2005 when preparing their consolidated accounts. In implementing
this in UK legislation, the Government has not yet made the use of IFRS
compulsory for any further categories of accounts, but the legislation permits
all companies to use them for individual and consolidated accounts if they wish.
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Changes have been made to UK tax legislation to accommodate these new
rules for tax purposes.
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are developed through an
international consultation process, the “due process”, which involves interested
individuals and organisations from around the world.
The due process comprises six stages, with the Trustees of the IFRS
Foundation having the opportunity to ensure compliance at various points
throughout:
1.

Setting the agenda

2.

Planning the project

3.

Developing and publishing the Discussion Paper, including public consultation

4.

Developing and publishing the Exposure Draft, including public consultation

5.

Developing and publishing the Standard.

6.

Procedures after a Standard are issued.

The IFRS issued by IASB and the corresponding Ind- AS are given below:
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S. No. IFRS No. Title

Corresponding
converged
Ind-AS

1)

IFRS 1

First-time Adoption of
Indian Accounting Standards

Ind-AS 101

2)

IFRS 2

Share based Payment

Ind-AS 102

2)

IFRS 3

3)

IFRS 4

Insurance Contracts

Ind-AS 104

4)

IFRS 5

Non-current Assets Held for Sale
and Discontinued Operations

Ind-AS 105

5)

IFRS 6

Exploration for and Evaluation of
Mineral Resources

Ind-AS 106

6)

IFRS 7

Financial Instruments: Disclosures

Ind-AS 107

7)

IFRS 8

Operating Segments

Ind-AS 108

8)

IFRS 9

Financial Instruments

Exposure Draft
Issued

9)

IFRS 10

Consolidated Financial Statements

Exposure Draft
Issued

10)

IFRS 11

Joint Agreements

Exposure Draft
Issued

11)

IFRS 12

Disclosure of Interests in
Other Entities

Exposure Draft
Issued

12)

IFRS 13

Fair Value Measurement

Exposure Draft
Issued

Business Combinations

Ind-AS 103

1.8 CONVERGENCE TO IFRS

Acounting Standards

For a country, there are two alternatives available for compliance and
implementation of the IFRS, which are (i) Adoption, (ii) Convergence
Adoption: It means acceptance of IFRS in its original form. If a country adopts
IFRS in its original form, then it is not allowed to make any change in the
language or format of the IFRS formed by IASB.
Convergence: It means implementing IFRS with modification wherever necessary
so as to suit the requirements of a particular country.
India has decided to converge it existing accounting standards to IFRS. In India,
the converged accounting standards are called Ind-AS
As per the road-map announced by Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) in
March 2010, the Indian Accounting Standards (Ind-AS) converged with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) were to be applied to
specified class of companies in phases beginning with the financial year 1 April
2011. Audit observed that MCA could not notify the date of implementation
of Ind-AS as per its notified road-map. Slippages in the implementation of IndAS were discussed in Chapter 4 of Audit Report No. 2 of 2014.
Subsequently, in pursuance of the Budget Statement of the Finance Minister
in February 2014, MCA after consultations with various stakeholders and
regulators, issued a press note on 2 January 2015 wherein a revised Road
map for implementation of Ind-AS converged with IFRS was laid down for
companies other than Banking Companies, Insurance Companies and NonBanking Finance Companies (NBFC). The Ind-AS shall be applicable to the
companies as follows:
(i)

On voluntary basis for financial statements for accounting periods beginning
on or after 1 April 2015, with the comparatives for the periods ending
31 March, 2015 or thereafter;

(ii) On mandatory basis for the accounting periods beginning on or after 1
April 2016, with comparatives for the periods ending 31 March 2016,
or thereafter, for the companies specified below:
a)

Companies whose equity and/or debt securities are listed or are in
the process of listing on any stock exchange in India or outside India
and having net worth of Rs. 500 crore or more.

b)

Companies other than those covered in (ii) (a) above, having net worth
of Rs.500 crore or more.

c)

Holding, subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of companies
covered under (ii) (a) and (ii) (b) above.

(iii) On mandatory basis for the accounting periods beginning on or after 1
April 2017, with comparatives for the periods ending 31 March, 2017,
or thereafter, for the companies specified below:
a)

Companies whose equity and/or debt securities are listed or are in
the process of being listed on any stock exchange in India or outside
India and having net worth of less than Rs. 500 crore .
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b)

Companies other than those covered in paragraph (ii) and paragraph
(iii)(a) above that is unlisted companies having net worth of Rs. 250
crore or more but less than Rs. 500 crore.

c)

Holding, subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of companies
covered under paragraph (iii) (a) and (iii) (b) above.

However, companies whose securities are listed or in the process of listing
on SME exchanges shall not be required to apply Ind-AS. Such companies
shall continue to comply with the existing Accounting Standards unless they
choose otherwise.
(iv) Once a company opts to follow the Ind-AS, it shall be required to follow
the Ind-AS for all the subsequent financial statements.
(v) Companies not covered by the above roadmap shall continue to apply
existing Accounting Standards prescribed in Annexure to the Companies
(Accounting Standards) Rules, 2006.
Companies Act, 2013 specified that the financial statements shall comply
with accounting standards notified by Central Government and shall be in
form or forms as may be provided for class or classes of companies. This
would facilitate implementation of Ind-AS in phases. Accordingly, MCA
vide its notification dated 16 February 2015 notified the Companies (Indian
Accounting Standards) Rules 2015 specifying 39 Ind-AS to be implemented
as per the above road-map. The Ind-AS have been formulated by MCA
in consultation with National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards
(NACAS).
Challenges to convergence
1.

As Ind-AS are essentially based on the concept of fair value measurement
of assets and liabilities, corresponding standards under the Income Tax Act
are essential to ensure smooth and harmonised transition. Draft Income
Computation and Disclosure Standards released by Ministry of Finance in
this regard in January 2015 are under finalisation.

2.

Banks and Insurance Companies have been kept out of the proposed road
map for transition to Ind-AS in view of the specific needs and concerns
of these two sectors.

3.

Issues such as cost of compliance, capacity building, managing two sets
of standards (one for entities that seek transition and the other for those
which do not) and the impact of exceptions or ‘carve outs’ on the
achievement of objectives of convergence would need to be addressed
through a well-coordinated mechanism among MCA, DPE and ICAI.

1.9

DISTINCTION BETWEEN INDIAN AS AND
INTERNATIONAL AS

The detail of difference between Accounting Standards and Ind- AS is enormous.
Also, the impact of these differences vary from industry to industry and even
from company to company. However, the major differences are listed below.
Let us discuss them in defant.
11

Basic of
Distinction
Need

Objective

Accounting
Standards(AS)

Ind-AS

When businesses were not
that complicated and
accounting was done at
local
level,
then
accounting standards
based on local GAAP
were enough.

Today, businesses have become
complicated and a globalised world is
in the need of a comprehensive
accounting standards that can be
consistently applied globally and
facilitate compatibility. Introduction of
Ind-AS is the need of the hour for India
to compete in this globalised world

The basic objective of
Accounting standards is to
remove variation in the
treatment of several
accounting aspects and to
bring about standardization
in presentation. They
intent to harmonize the
diverse accounting policies
in the preparation and
presentation of financial
statements by different
reporting enterprises so as
to facilitate intra-firm and
inter-firm comparison.

Ind-AS are Indian version of IFRS
because it will be impractical to just
adopt the IFRS blindly without taking
into consideration the current Indian
scenario. International Financial
Reporting Standards are principles
based standards, interpretation and the
framework adopted by the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB). Since India is a
member country so it has to adopt
these standards. However, any
changes in these IFRS would have an
impact on books of Indian companies
to adopt these IFRS as and when
amended. So to fill the difference, IndAS have been introduced which is
nothing but IFRS. These standards
have been made applicable to Indian
companies through a road map i.e., in
a systematic manner. The benefit of
these standards is that any change in
IFRS would not impact Ind- AS
directly. The Ministry of corporate
affairs can analysis such changes and
incorporate the same in Ind-AS if it
thinks it is suitable.

Acounting Standards

Pervasiveness AS are not so pervasive or Ind-AS are pervasive and cover every
area comprising reported revenues,
widespread.
expenses, assets, liabilities and equity.
Basis

AS are driven by ‘legal’ Ind-AS focus on ‘substance’ rather
form in a number of areas than the legal form. They are principal
and are rule based.
based, Ind-AS will also result in
accounting which more closely reflects
the underlying business rationale and
true economics of transaction.

Disclosure
requirements

Disclosure requirements Disclosure requirements are more
are comparatively less comprehensive and multifold under
Ind-AS to enhance the transparency
detailed.
and accountability of financial
statements.
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The government of India has issued notification regarding Ind- AS. Following
is the list of Ind-AS notified:
1)

Ind-AS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements

2)

Ind-AS 2 Inventories

3)

Ind-AS 7 Statement of Cash Flows

4)

Ind-AS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors

5)

Ind-AS 10 Events after the Reporting Period

6)

Ind-AS 11 Construction Contracts

7)

Ind-AS 12 Income Taxes

8)

Ind-AS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment

9)

Ind-AS 17 Leases

10)

Ind-AS 18 Revenue

11)

Ind-AS 19 Employee Benefits

12)

Ind-AS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of
Government Assistance

13)

Ind-AS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

14)

Ind-AS 23 Borrowing Costs

15)

Ind-AS 24 Related Party Disclosures

16)

Ind-AS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements

17)

Ind-AS 28 Investments in Associates

18)

Ind-AS 29 Financial Reporting in Hyper-inflationary Economies

19)

Ind-AS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures

20)

Ind-AS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation

21)

Ind-AS 33 Earnings per Share

22)

Ind-AS 34 Interim Financial Reporting

23)

Ind-AS 36 Impairment of Assets

24)

Ind-AS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

25)

Ind-AS 38 Intangible Assets

26)

Ind-AS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement

27)

Ind-AS 40 Investment Property

Check Your Progress B
1.

Define the term ‘IFRS’.
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
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.................................................................................................................

2.

What is the need of forming IFRS?

Acounting Standards

.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
3.

What are the challenges of converging accouniting standards to IFRS in
India?
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................

4.

Describe the difference between AS and Ind-AS?
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................

1.10 MEASUREMENT OF BUSINESS INCOME
One of the most significant accounting concepts is “Concept of Income”.
Similarly, measurement of a business income is also an important function of
an accountant. In General term, payment received in lieu of services or goods
are called income. But we are here more concerned for a business income.
Surplus revenue over expenses incurred is called as “Business Income.
Measurement of Business Income
There are following two factors which are helpful in the estimation of an income 


Revenues - Sale of goods and rendering of services are the way to
generate revenue. Therefore, it can be defined as consideration, recovered
by the business for rendering services and goods to its customers.



Expenses - An expense is an expired cost. We can say the cost that
have been consumed in a process of producing revenue are the expired
cost. Expenses tell us - how assets are decreased as a result of the services
performed by a business.

Measurement of Revenue - Measurement of the revenue is based on an accrual
concept. Accounting period, in which revenue earned, is the period of revenue
accrues. Therefore, a receipt of cash and revenue earned are the two different
things. We can say that revenue is earned only when it is actually realized and
not necessarily, when it is received.
Measurement of Expenses


In case of delivery of goods to its customers is a direct identification with
the revenue.



Rent and office salaries are an indirect association with the revenue.
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There are four types of events (given below) that need proper consideration
about as an expense of a given period and expenditure and cash payment made
in connection with those items


Expenditure, which are expenses of the current year.



Some expenditure, which are made prior to this period and has become
expense of the current year.



Expenditure, which is made this year, becomes expense in the next
accounting periods. For example, purchase of fixed assets and depreciation
in next up-coming years.



Expense of this year, which will be paid in next accounting years. For
example, outstanding expenses.

1.11

OBJECTIVES OF MEASUREMENT OF
BUSINESS INCOME

The measurement of income is useful for more than one purpose and therefore
its objectives may be studied form different points of view:

15

i)

As a guide to future investment: The current income positively influences
the expectations about the future. The prospective investor looks to the
income of the business enterprise as a guide to his investments decisions
of the future. The investors attempt to maximize their returns on their
investments and their decisions will be guided by income. So the allocation
of investment funds and selections of securities depend upon income levels
of an enterprise.

ii)

As a tax base: Though the Income Tax Act does not define yet it does
specify what is taxable and what is deductible in arriving at the taxable
income. Accounting income provides income of a business enterprise. The
tax authorities can conveniently mobilize the revenues through taxes which
are one of the main sources of the Government’s income.

iii)

As a guide to dividend policy: The dividend policy at present is directed
to determine the proportion of the current income which should be retained
and the proportion which should be distributed as dividends. So long as
dividends are aid out of current income, the rights of the creditors are
adequately protected since other resources of the business enterprise would
not be used to pay dividends. There are clear rules for measurement of
distributable profits in the Companies Act with a view to protect the interests
of the creditors.

iv)

As an indicator of managerial efficiency: The efficiency of management
as decision makers and as trustees of resources is judged by the reported
income of the current year. The auditors therefore certify that the income
statement presents true and fair view of operational results. The measurement
of business income therefore provides a suitable criterion for the efficiency
of management in a competitive economy.

v)

As a measure of overall efficiency and credit worthiness: Income is the
lifeblood of any business enterprise and therefore it provides that basic
standard by which the overall efficiency of the business is assessed. For

creditors, profitable enterprise faces no difficulty in making timely payment
on its debts. Banks and other credit institutions too depend upon current
income levels as a guide about a firm’s ability to repay loan out of future
income.

1.12

Acounting Standards

APPROACHES FOR MEASURING
INCOME

In order to measure income, four main methods or approaches can be used:
the operation approach, activities approach, balance sheet approach, or value
added approach. Let’s take a look at each of these.
Transaction/Operation Approach
Transactions are mostly related to production or the purchase of goods and
the sale of goods and all these transactions directly or indirectly related to the
revenue or to the cost. Therefore, surplus collection of the revenue by selling
goods, spent over for production or purchasing the goods is the measure of
income. This system is widely followed by the enterprises where double entry
system adopted.
The Balance Sheet or value added Approach: Comparison of the closing
values (Assets minus outsider’s liabilities) of a firm with the values at the beginning
of that accounting period is called as Balance Sheet approach. In above value,
an addition to capital will be subtracted and addition of drawings will be added
while computing the business income of a firm. Since, income is calculated with
the help of Balance Sheet hence called as Balance Sheet approach.

1.13

ACCOUNTING CONCEPT THAT IS
RELEVANT TO MEASUREMENT OF
BUSINESS INCOME -REALIZATION
CONCEPT

Realization concept in accounting, also known as revenue recognition principle,
refers to the application of accruals concept towards the recognition of revenue
(income). Under this principle, revenue is recognized by the seller when it is
earned irrespective of whether cash from the transaction has been received or
not.
In case of sale of goods, revenue must be recognized when the seller transfers
the risks and rewards associated with the ownership of the goods to the buyer.
This is generally deemed to occur when the goods are actually transferred to
the buyer. Where goods are sold on credit terms, revenue is recognized along
with a corresponding receivable which is subsequently settled upon the receipt
of the due amount from the customer.
In case of the rendering of services, revenue is recognized on the basis of stage
of completion of the services specified in the contract. Any receipts from the
customer in excess or short of the revenue recognized in accordance with
the stage of completion are accounted for as prepaid income or accrued income as
appropriate.
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Example: Motor Hundai is a car Dealer. It receives orders from the customers
in advance against 20% down payment. Motor PLC delivers the cars to the
respective customers within 30 days upon which it receives the remaining 80%
of the list price. In accordance with the revenue realization principle, motor
Hundai must not recognize any revenue until the cars are delivered to the
respective customers as that is the point when the risks and rewards incidental
to the ownership of the cars are transferred to the buyers.
Importance
Application of the realization principle ensures that the reported performance
of an entity, as evidenced from the income statement, reflects the true extent
of revenue earned during a period rather than the cash inflows generated during
a period which can otherwise be gauged from the cash flow statement.
Recognition of revenue on cash basis may not present a consistent basis for
evaluating the performance of a company over several accounting periods due
to the potential volatility in cash flows.

1.14 LET US SUM UP
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1.

Accounting Standards are defined as written statements of accounting rules
and guidelines or practices for preparing the uniform and consistent financial
statements.

2.

Objectives of issuing accounting standards are to provide information, to
harmonise different accounting processes and to facilitate uniformity,
consistency and comparability.

3.

Benefits of accounting standards – (i) true and fair financial position, (ii)
easy comparability, (iii) enhances the value of accounting information, (iv)
efficiency of management, (v) useful to accountants and auditors and (vi)
enhances credibility and reliability.

4.

The authority to make accounting standards in India is Accounting Standard
Board. It follows the prescribed procedure to issue an accounting standard.

5.

Procedure for issuing accounting standards-ASB assisted by study groupexposure draft- circulation- ASB after incorporating suggestions submit to
ICAI. After that ICAI will issue standard.

6.

Ind-AS 101 lays out the accounting principles for first-time adoption of
Ind-AS. It prescribes the various requirements to be fulfilled during the
transition period in moving from Accounting Standards (Indian GAAP) to
Ind-AS.

7.

Section 133 of Companies Act, 2013 requires the companies to comply
with the prevailing accounting standards. As on 1st April, 2016 there are
32 accounting standards specified by ICAI, all of which are mandatory
to be complied by the companies.

8.

International Financial Reporting Standards is a single set of accounting
standards, developed and maintained by the International Accounting
Standards Board with the intention of those standards being capable of
being applied on a globally consistent basis.

9.

With the increasing globalisation of financial markets and of companies, the
use of a single set of financial reporting standards across countries is viewed
as having increased the comparability of financial statements across borders.

10. India has decided to converge its existing accounting standards to IFRS.
In India, the converged accounting standards are called Ind-AS.

1.15 KEY WORDS
Accounting Standards: Accounting Standards are defined as written
statements of accounting rules and guidelines or practices for preparing the
uniform and consistent financial statements.
ASB: The board constituted by ICAI to concieve, formulate, examine and
review the accounting standards.
GAAP: Generally Accepted Accounting Principles consist of accounting
concepts and conventions so as to bring comparability and uniformity in the
financial statements of various business organizations.
International Financial Reporting Standards: IFRS is a single set of
accounting standards, developed and maintained by the International Accounting
Standards Board with the intention of those standards being capable of being
applied on a globally consistent basis.
ICAI: Institute of Chartered Accountants of India- the apex body of accounting
professionals of India.
Ind-AS: In India, the converged accounting standards are called Ind-AS.
Ind-AS 101: Ind-AS 101 lays out the accounting principles for first-time
adoption of Ind-AS.
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1.17 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

What are Accounting standards? What is the need of issuing accounting
standards?

2.

Describe the procedure of issuing AS in India.

3.

Explain the concept of IFRS.

4.

Describe the convergence of AS to Ind-AS.

5.

What is business income? Why income should be computed?

6.

What are the principles that govern the measurement of accounting
income?

7.

What are the features of Ind-AS 101?

UNIT 2

XBRL-NEW LANGUAGE OF BUSINESS
REPORTING/ NEW GENERATION FINANCIAL
REPORTING LANGUAGE

Structure
2.0
2.1
2.2

2.4
2.5
2.6

Learning Outcomes
Introduction
How XBRL Works
2.2.1 XBRL KEY ELEMENTS
2.2.2 XBRL and the Financial and Business Reporting Supply Chain
Benefits and Risks Associated with XBRL
2.3.1 Benefits of XBRL
2.3.2 Risks associated with XBRL
IFRS and XBRL
Adoption of XBRL in the World
Summary

2.0

LEARNING OUTCOMES

2.3

After studying this module, you shall be capable of






2.1

Understanding a new Language of Business Reporting.
Learn how XBRL works.
Identify the benefits and risks connected with XBRL
Understand the IFRS taxonomy
Analyze the status of XBRL India

INTRODUCTION

eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL)
XBRL is standard- based way to communicate and exchange business information
between business systems. These communications are defined by Meta data set out in
taxonomies, which capture the definition of individual reporting concepts as well as the
association between concepts and other semantic meaning. Information being
communicated or exchanged is provided within an XBRL instance. XBRL is based on
XML for financial reporting. XBRL was originally from the Washington State Public
Accountants Charles Hoffman made in 1998, the prototype for the “XFRML”, later
renamed as XBRL. The emergence of XBRL solves the problem of increasing the error
probability of information and information processing and it can easily exchange data
between the various systems. From 2001 to 2012, XBRL International organizations have
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held 24 International conferences in the Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, and United
States, The Netherlands and other countries successively. The XBRL framework is
presently being developed by a group of organizations, including certified bodies,
software houses, large publically listed companies in US and Europe, and the Big 4
Accounting firms (Willis, 2005).

2.2

HOW XBRL WORKS

2.2.1

XBRL KEY ELEMENTS

One of the best methods to get to know a new metadata schemes is to dive in and
look at the specific elements. XBRL is not very simple. XBRL is more than just a
metadata scheme. It is a framework for developing standardized taxonomies
which is used to create metadata for specific business reporting needs. IASB
(2007) provides a good overview of the four key XBRL elements (taxonomy,
schema, link bases and instance documents) and demonstrates how these elements
link together to generate XBRL –enabled reporting. Like a XML-based languages,
each of XBRL’s taxonomies consist of core elements, collectively known as the
schema, which interact the with each other and the external environment in
specifically defined ways through a sequence of link bases, which, when put
together with specific data, enable users to produce instance documents So before
we look at rudiments, we have to comprehend the basic configuration of XBRL.
XBRL contains of the following:
INSTANCE DOCUMENT- This is the actual XBRL marked-up documents.
TAXONOMIES- Fundamentally, a document of concept definitions, or a
dictionary, in terms of metadata vocabulary we used in class, the taxonomy
document offers the semantics for a specific XBRL instance document. The
taxonomies also define orders of concepts. If necessary, taxonomy could describe
one article in more than one language. The taxonomy itself is extensible, that is, a
user can divide one article into two different articles (i.e., instead of just “sales,”
“equipment sales” and “consumable sales” could be used)
LINKBASES-Unlike the taxonomies which define the rudiments (called “items”
in XBRL), linkbases are documents that define various relations between items.
The five types of linkbasses are reference, label, definition, calculation, and
presentation. The instance document, taxonomies and linkbases are all connected
using an XML linking standard called xlink. XBRL was developed mainly by
accountants as a way of standardizing business reporting. As such, GAAP (widely
accepted accounting principles) are the standard types of elements we find in
XBRL taxonomies.
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Figure 1
This is a small example of XBRL -- intended for reading by computers, not
humans.

What the XBRL example represents. This is the same XBRL data in human
readable form.
CURRENT ASSETS
Assets Held for Sale

100,000

Construction in Progress, Current

100,000

Inventories

100,000

Other Financial Assets, Current

100,000

Hedging Instruments, Current (Asset)

100,000
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Current Tax Receivables

100,000

Trade and Other Receivables, Net, Current

100,000

Prepayments, Current

100,000

Cash and Cash Equivalents

100,000

Other Assets, Current

100,000

Current Assets Total

1,000,000
Table 1

2.2.2

XBRL and the Financial and Business Reporting Supply Chain:

Business Reporting information supplied by one organization is frequently used as
input for the processes of another organization. This process is frequently referred
to as the information supply chain is a model that describes the information
disclosure process, from the start of the transaction within primary and support
processes, to the practice of reporting information by stakeholders.
2.3

BENEFITS AND RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH XBRL

2.3.1

Benefits of XBRL



XBRL improve the overall quality and accuracy of data obtained from
companies



Reduce potential errors from physical entry through machine transfers of
reporting information.



Allow financial analysts, investors, internal users and capacity to access,
compare and analyze data in ways that at present not practical or even
possible.



Accelerate the analysis of financial data (e.g., not requiring analysts to re- key,
validate or normalize data.



Increase the speed at which financial decisions can be made by analysts,
investors, lenders, rating agencies.



Allow easier, more automated processing and analysis of financial
information.



Reduce costs of formulating and submitting financial information to regulators
and banks.
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2.3.2

Risks associated with XBRL

XBRL-related risks


The chief risk related with XBRL is providing data that is inconsistent with
the corresponding financial statements (include incorrect tagging,
inconsistencies in amounts, and missing data).



A secondary risk is that the XBRL-formatted information will fail to comply
with the difficult rules contained in the Edgar Filer Manual.



Other risks related with XBRL filings include missed filing deadlines due to
the added effort required by XBRL and failure to safeguard confidential
information (when utilizing outside service providers).

2.4

IFRS and XBRL

IFRS is used the basis for producing financial statements in more than 100
countries. XBRL, a separate and unrelated worldwide consortium effort, is also
achieving significant global adoption as a standard for the electronic
communication and meditation of business reporting data, including financial
reports. The International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) foundation
(and not the IASB) is the authority for developing the IFRS XBRL taxonomy. The
IASC foundation was among the founding members of the XBRL. International
consortium and has been publishing XBRL taxonomies since 2002.The IFRS
taxonomy is used as core taxonomy in a number of significant regulatory projects.
There are scope, content and architectural differences between the IFRS taxonomy
and other financial reporting taxonomies (e.g., the US GAAP taxonomy).
2.5

ADOPTION OF XBRL IN THE WORLD

Considering the benefits that XBRL provides, many countries worldwide are
adopting XBRL in their reporting frameworks, while several of countries have
already made XBRL reports mandatory; few others have initiated voluntary
XBRL programs. Belgium, Canada, China, Korea, Netherlands, Singapore, South
Africa, Spain, United Kingdom, United States, Denmark, Germany, India, Ireland
,Japan, Nevada, European Union , UK, France, Poland, Sweden, , Norway, Italy,
and Portugal are these countries where the all the selective XBRL projects
happening around the world.
XBRL and India
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The Stock Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has mandated the top 100 companies
listed on the two major exchanges viz. the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and
National Stock Exchange (NSE), to file their disclosures through XBRL- based
compiling. Along with the mandated 100 companies, over 500 companies are
filing voluntarily their financial in XBRL. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
India’s central bank, is implementing XBRL in a phased manner to bring all the
returns which the banks have to file. RBI launched in October 2008 IRIS’S
XBRL-based reporting framework designed for the capital adequacy returns. All
the standard commercial banks of Basel II use this platform. Returns fortnightly
liquidity position and the annual financial statements are in pipeline. The premier
accounting body in India, the Institute of CA’s of India, awarded IRIS the mission
to develop taxonomy for India based on Indian GAAP. The taxonomy for
commercial and industrial sector is completed and ready for acknowledgement
from XII. The taxonomies for banking industry are under development.
Circulars and Updates of XBRL in India


Exposure draft of excel template of taxonomy for Life Insurance Companies
and General Insurance Companies.



XBRL Banking taxonomy- Acknowledged by XBRL International.



Exposure draft of elements specific for power sector companies for inclusion
in C&I taxonomy.

XBRL India is a Company registered under Section 25 of Companies Act, 1956,
incorporated for managing the affairs of Indian Jurisdiction of XBRL
International. XBRL International is comprised of Jurisdictions which
characterizes countries, region or international bodies and focus of XBRL in their
area. XBRL Indian Jurisdiction is an established Jurisdiction of XBRL
International. Its objectives are:










To promote and encourage the approval of XBRL in India as the standard for
electronic business reporting in India
To enable education and marketing of XBRL
To develop and manage XBRL taxonomies
To retain the developed XBRL taxonomies updated with regard to
international developments
To represent Indian interests within XBRL International
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2.6

To contribute to the international development of XBRL
XBRL India is a company registered under section 25 of Companies Act,
1956, incorporated for managing the affairs of Indian Jurisdiction of XBRL
International. It is a comprised of jurisdiction. XBRL India is the Indian
jurisdiction of XBRL Inter nation.
Its main objective is to promote and encourage the adoption of XBRL in India
as the standards for electronic business reporting in India.
SUMMARY



XBRL involves machine –readable tagged data (meta-data, or data about data)
and in fast becoming the digital standard for communication business and
financial information.



The idea behind XBRL is simple, instead of handling financial information as
static text – as in a standard interest page or a printed document- XBRL
provides an identifying tag for each individual item of data, whether numeric
or textual. This tag is computer readable and allows the information to be used
interactively.





XBRL works better, faster and cheaper.
Cost of implementation of XBRL is high.
XBRL should benefit many stakeholders in the financial reporting supply
chain.



Government and regulators also see the need for and the potential benefits of
XBRL in financial reporting.



Although XBRL is a universal technology standard for business reporting, it
has localized placations in many countries.



An IFRS- based financial report may be generated in an XBRL format to
facilitate the regulatory filing communication process and subsequent use and
analysis.



The movement of IFRS may also stimulate bigger interest in XBRL.



XBRL is today managed and promoted by XBRL International, a not- forprofit consortium, with companies, government bodies and other organization
as its members.
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3.6
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3.7
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3.12 Answers to Check Your Progress
3.13 Terminal Questions/Exercises

3.0 OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit you should be able to:


define depreciation;



distinguish depreciation from other related concepts;



state the causes of depreciation;



describe the objectives of providing depreciation;



state the factors influencing the amount of depreciation;



explain the methods of recording depreciation;



list various methods of providing depreciation; and



prepare accounts under fixed instalment and diminishing balance methods of
providing depreciation.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
While preparing final accounts you have to provide for depreciation on all fixed
assets so as to work out the correct amount of profit or loss for the accounting
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period. Adjustments usually contain an item asking you to charge depreciation on
various fixed assets at some given rate and you know how to show it in final accounts
In this unit we shall have a detailed discussion on depreciation and study the basic
factors influencing the amount of depreciation and various methods of providing and
accounting for the same.

3.2 WHAT IS DEPRECIATION ?
You are already familiar with the distinction between revenue expenditure and capital
expenditure. You are aware that when the benefit of an expenditure is available
beyond the accounting year (for one or more years) such an expenditure is treated
as capital expenditure and it often results in acquisition of an asset. Since many
accounting years are likely to receive benefits on account of the use of such an asset,
the cost of investment must necessarily be allocated over the period of its useful life
and charged to the Profit and Loss Account. Allocation of the appropriate amount
to each period is called depreciation which represents the expire portion of
the cost of an asset.
It would be useful to discuss different definitions given by various authorities in the
subject for a proper appreciation of the meaning of depreciation.
Pickles defined depreciation as “the permanent and continuous diminution in the
quality, quantity or value of an asset.”
According to Spicer and Pegler, “Depreciation may be defined\as a measure of the
exhaustion of the effective life of an asset from any cause during a given period.”
These definitions refer to certain basic aspects like permanent and continuous
diminution, exhaustion of effective life but they are not comprehensive. Let us see
some more definitions.
According to ICMA (Institute of Cost and Management Accounts, London)
terminology, “Depreciation is the diminution in intrinsic value of the asset due to use
and/or lapse of time.”
According to Walter B. Meigs and others, “The concept of depreciation is closely
linked to the concept of business income. Since part of the service potential of the
depreciable asset is exhausted in he revenue getting process each period, the cost of
these services must be deducted from revenue in measuring periodic income; the
expired cost must be recovered before a business Is considered as well off as at the
beginning of the period. Depreciation is a measure of this cost.”
According to the institute of Chartered Accountants in Austria, “Depreciation
represents that part of the cost of a fixed asset to its owner which is not recoverable
when the asset is finally put out of use by him. Provision against this loss of capital is
an integral cost of conducting the business during the effective commercial life of the
assets and is not dependent upon the amount of profit cleared.”
From the above definitions it is clear that depreciation refers to that part of the cost
of fixed asset which has expired on account of its usage and or the passage of time.
It is thus the ‘lost usefulness’, ‘expired utility’, or ‘reduction in the intrinsic value’ of
a fixed asset.
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Depreciation is charged on almost all fixed assets, possible exceptions being land,
antiques, etc. Usually the value of land and antiques appreciates over a period of

time, because they do not have finite economic life as in the case of machinery or
furniture,

3.3

Depreciation

DEPRECIATION AND OTHER RELATED
CONCEPTS

Sometimes the terms depletion, amortisation etc., are used interchangeably with
depreciation. These terms in fact are used in a different context. Let us understand
the distinction between depreciation and such related concepts.
Depreciation and Depletion : The term ‘depletion’ is used in respect of the
extraction of natural resources from wasting assets such as quarries, mines, etc. and
refers to, the reduction in the available quantity of the material. As a matter of fact,
depletion is regarded as a method of computing the depreciation on wasting assets.
Thus, it has a limited application. Depreciation, on the other hand, Is a wider term
and refers to a reduction in the value of all kinds of fixed assets arising from their
wear and tear.
Depreciation and Amortisation : The terms ‘amortisátion’ refers to writing off the
proportionate value of the intangible assets such as copyrights, patents, goodwill,
etc., while depreciation refers to the writing off the expired cost of the tangible
assets like machinery, furniture, building etc.
Depreciation and Obsolescence: Obsolescence refers to the decrease in usefulness
arising on account of the external factors like change in technology, new inventions.
change of style, etc. Thus, it is caused mainly on account of the asset becoming out
of date, and old fashioned. Deprecation on the other hand, is a functional loss
generally arising on account of wear and tear, Obsolescence, in fact, is regarded as
one of the causes of depreciation.
Depreciation and Fluctuation : Fluctuation refers to an increase or decrease in the
market price of an asset. Such a change is. usually temporary. Depreciation differs
from fluctuation in the following respects.
i)

Depreciation is concerned with book value of asset while fluctuation is related
to the market value.

ii)

Depreciation refers only to the decrease while fluctuation refers to either increase
or decrease.

iii)

Depreciation reflects a permanent decrease while fluctuation is only a temporary
phenomenon.

3.4 CAUSES OF DEPRECIATION
The causes of depreciation can be stated as follows:
1.

Wear and Tear : Wearing out of the asset on account of its constant use is
called wear and tear. This causes a definite reduction in the value of the asset
and is regarded as the major source of depreciation.

2.

Lapse of Time : Normally, the passage of time also causes some reduction in
the value of fixed assets because as they become old their value stands reduced.
That is why the depreciation is usually charged on time basis. in case of certain
assets like lease, patents, etc., the value decreases with passage of time as they
generally have a fixed number of years of legal life. For example, a building is
taken on lease for a period of 10 years costing Rs. 1,00,000. The yearly
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depreciation of lease will amount to Rs. 10,000 (1/10 of Rs. 1,00,000) and
charged as such to the Profit and Loss Account every year.
3.

Obsolescence: The acquisition of an improved model may render the existing
machine obsolete. As the new machine performs the same operation more
quickly and/or more economically existing machine is said to have become out
of date or obsolete. This causes a drastic reduction in the value of existing
machinery and the amount of depreciation is bound to be heavy.

4.

Depletion: Some assets are of a wasting character. For example mines, quarries,
oil wells etc.. Due to continuous extraction of materials the natural resources
get depleted. Depreciation, in case of such assets is often computed on the
basis of actual depletion. For example, a coal mine has the coal deposits of
200 million tons. In the first year we extract 10 m. tons of coal. The depreciation
in the first five years shall amount to 10/200 of the cost of mine.

On the basis of the causes mentioned above, it can be said that depreciation
is a permanent and continuous reduction in the value of an asset due to wear
and tear, passage of time, obsolescence, depletion or any other cause.

3.5 OBJECTIVES OF PROVIDING DEPRECIATION
You know depreciation is treated as a loss and is chargeable to the Profit and Loss
Account every year. The justification for charging depreciation can be explained as
follows
1.

Ascertaining the true profits: Depreciation represents the expired cost of a
fixed asset caused by its usage hi business, This cost is a part of the total
expenses incurred in earning the revenue during an accounting period and must
be taken into account for arriving at the correct amount of profit or loss for the
period. If depreciation is not charged, the expenses and losses will understand
and the Profit and Loss Account will show higher profits making the concern
pay higher taxes.

2.

Ascertaining the true cost of production : Depreciation on machinery and
other fixed assets in the factory is an important component of the cost of
production specially when the unit is not labour intensive. So if no provision is
made for depreciation, the cost calculations will be incorrect.

3.

Presentation of true financial position: The value of fixed assets reduces
from year to year on account of their usage and passing of time. They must be
shown in the Balance Sheet at their reduced values otherwise it will not reflect
the true financial position of the business. Hence depreciation must be taken
into account. It will enable the concern to show fixed assets at their proper
values in the Balance Sheet.

4.

Funds for replacement of assets : Charging depreciation reduces the profits
available for distribution It enables the. concern to retain a part of its profit and
thus accumulate funds for the replacement of the assets as and when necessary.

Check Your Progress A
1.

What is depreciation?
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
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................................................................................................................

2.

Depreciation

How is depreciation different from amortisation ?
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

3.

State whether the following statements are True or False.
i)

Depreciation is charged also on current assets.

ii)

Profits will be overstated if depreciation is not charged.

iii)

Expenses will be understated if depreciation is not charged

iv) If adequate maintenance expenditure is incurred, depreciation need not
be charged.
v)

Depreciation is charged to reduce the value of asset to its market value,

vi) Depreciation is charged only on the original purchase price of the asset.
vii) When market value of an asset is higher than book value, depreciation is
not charged.
viii) The main cause of depreciation is wear and tear caused by its usage.

3.6 FACTORS INFLUENCING DEPRECIATION
The amount of depreciation to be charged to the Profit and Loss Account in respect
of a particular fixed asset is affected by following factors:
1.

Cost of the asset : Cost of the asset should include purchase price and all
other costs incurred to bring the asset to usable condition like transportation
costs, erection charges, etc. It is to be noted that financial charges, such as
interest on loan taken for the purchase of the asset is not to be included in the
original cost of an ‘asset.

2.

Estimated working life of the asset: The useful or economic life of the asset
can be stated in terms of time i.e., years, months, hours or in terms of quantity,
i.e., number of units of output or any other operating measure such as kilometres
in the case of lorries, motor vans, etc.

3.

Estimated Scrap value : Scrap Value (also called salvage value, residual
value) refers to the estimated amount expected to be realized when the asset is
sold to the end of its useful life. While the original cost of an asset can be
correctly determined, useful life and salvage value can only be estimated, based
on certain assumptions.

The total amounts of depreciation to be written off during the life time of an asset is
calculated as follows
Rs.
Total Cost of Asset

…..

Less Estimated Scrap Value

…..

Total amount of Depreciation to be written off during its useful life

…..
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For example, a machine was bought for Rs. 1,00,000 and a sum of Rs. 24,000 was
spent towards its transportation and erection charges. It was estimated that the
machine has a useful life of 10 years and that the residual value expected to realise at
the end of its useful life is Rs. 14,000. The total amount of depreciation to be written
off during the economic life of an asset can be calculated as shown below:
Original cost of the asset
Add Transportation and erection charges

Rs.
1,00,000
24,000
1,24,000

Less Estimated residual value
Total amount of depreciation to be written off during its useful life

14,000
1,10,000

After determining the total amount of depreciation to be written off during the life
time of an asset the next step is to decide the amount of depreciation to be charged
every year. In the above situation the annual amount of depreciation to be written off
may be considered s 1/10 of the total amount of depreciation because its estimated
life is 10 years.
However, there are various methods of calculating the amount of depreciation to be
charged from year to year.

3.7 METHODS OF RECORDING DEPRECIATION
There are essentially two methods of recording depreciation in the books of account:
(1) when Provision for Depreciation Account is maintained, and (2) when Provision
for Depreciation Account is not maintained. Under the first method, the amount of
depreciation is credited to the ‘Provision for Depreciation Account’ every year and
the concerned asset account continues to appear at its original cost. Of course,
while preparing the Balance Sheet, the accumulated balance of the Provision for
Depreciation Account is shown by way of deduction from the cost of the asset.
Under the second method, no Provision for Depreciation Account is opened. The
amount of depreciation is directly credited to the concerned asset account every
year. The asset account would thus appear in books at the depreciated value (written
down value). Of course, it will be shown in the Balance Sheet giving the details of
the opening balance, purchase and sale of the asset, and the depreciation provided
during the year.
The following are the journal entries passed for the related transactions under the
two methods.
1.

When Provision for Depreciation Account is maintained
a) For charging depreciation:
Depreciation Account
Dr.
To Provision for DepreciationAccount
(Being depreciation provided)
b)
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For transferring depreciation to Profit and Loss Account:
Profit and Loss Account
Dr.
To DepreciationAccount
(Being transfer of depreciation)

c)

When the asset is sold:
i) Bank Account
ToAsset Account
(Being the sale proceeds)

Depreciation

Dr.

ii) Provision for Depreciation Account
Dr.
ToAsset Account
(Being transfer of provision for depreciation on the asset sold)
iii)

2.

Asset Account
Dr.
To Profit and Loss Account
(Being transfer of profit on sale of the asset)
or
Profit and Loss Account
Dr.
ToAsset Account
(Being transfer of loss on sale of the asset)

When Provision for Depreciation Account is not maintained
a) For charging depreciation:
Depreciation Account
Dr.
ToAsset Account
(Being depreciation provided)
b)

For transferring depreciation to Profit and Loss Account
Profit and Loss Account
Dr.
To DepreciationAccount
(Being transfer of depreciation)

c)

When the asset is sold:
i)

Bank Account
ToAsset Account
(Being sale proceeds)

Dr.

ii)

Asset Account
Dr.
To Profit and Loss Account
(Being transfer of profit on sale of asset)
or
Profit and Loss Account
Dr.
ToAsset Account
(Being transfer of loss on sale of the asset)

A firm can adopt any method for recording depreciation. But in practice, most of the
firms follow the second method under which provision for Depreciation Account is
not opened and all entries are made directly in the concerned asset account. Hence,
we shall follow this method for the treatment of depreciation.

3.8 METHODS FOR PROVIDING DEPRECIATION
As stated earlier there are various methods of calculating the amount of depreciation
to be charged from year to year. Different methods are adopted to suit the nature of
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each asset. It is also possible that different concerns may follow different methods
for depreciating the same asset. The following are the principal methods for providing
depreciation.
1.

Fixed Instalment Method

2.

Diminishing Balance Method

3.

Annuity Method

4.

Depreciation Fund Method

5.

Insurance Policy Method

6.

Revaluation Method

7.

Depletion Method

8.

Machine Hour Rate Method

Of the above eight methods used for providing depreciation, the first two viz., Fixed
Instalment Method and Diminishing Balance Method are the most commonly used
methods. These are taken up in this unit and the remaining method shall be discussed
in Unit 21.

3.8.1 Fixed Instalment Method
This method is also called ‘equal instalment method’ or ‘straight line method’. Under
this method. a fixed and equal amount is charged as depreciation every year during
the life time of an asset. When this amount of depreciation is presented on a graph
paper it would show a straight line parallel to the X-axis, and hence the alternative
name ‘straight line method’. This method writes off a fixed percentage of the original
cost of the asset every year so that the asset is reduced to zero or its salvage value
at the end of its working life. The annual amount of depreciation to be charged under
this method can be calculated with the help of the following formula:
Annual Depreciation =

Original Coat - Scrap Value
Life of the Asset in number of years

C S
Or D 
N

Look at illustration 1 and see how the amount of annual depreciation has been
calculated and the concerned asset account prepared from year to year.
Illustration 1
Ravikiran & Sons purchased machinery on January 1, 2015 for Rs. 22,000 and
spent Rs. 3,000 on its erection. The asset is expected to last for four years after
which its break up value is estimated to Rs. 5,000. Find out the amount of depreciation
to be charged every year and show how the Machinery Account would appear for
four years assuming that the machine is sold for Rs. 1,000 at the end. Also show
how the balance of Machinery Account would appear in the Balance Sheet.
Solution:
The annual depreciation is calculated as follows :
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C S
N

Depreciation

(22, 000  3, 000  5, 000)

4
20, 000
4
= Rs. 5,300


Machinery Account
Dr.

Cr.

2015
Jan. 1
Jan. 1
2016
Jan. 1

2015
To Bank A/c
To Cash A/c (erection charges)

To Balance b/d

Rs.
22,000
3,000
25,000

Dec. 31
"
31

By Depreciation A/c
By Balance c/d

Rs.
5,000
20,000
25,000

20,000

2016
Dec. 31
"
31

By Depreciation A/c
By Balance c/d

5,000
15,000

20,000
2017
Jan.1

To Balance b/d

15,000

20,000
2017
Dec. 31
"
31

By Depreciation A/c
By Balance c/d

15,000
2018
Jan. 1

5,000
10,000
15,000

2018
To Balance b/d

10,000

Dec. 31
"
31

By Depreciation A/c
By Bank A/c
By Balance c/d

10,000

5,000
1,000
4,000
10,000

Balance Sheet as on December, 31, 2015
Rs.
Machinery
22,000
Add : Erection charges 3,000
Less : Depreciation

25,000
5,000

20,000

Balance Sheet as on December, 31,2016
Machinery
Less : Depreciation

20,000
5,000
15,000
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Balance Sheet as on December, 31,2017
Machinery

15,000

Less : Depreciation

5,000
10,000

Balance Sheet as on December, 31,2018
Machinery
Less : Depreciation

10,000
5,000
5,000

Less : Sale proceeds

1,000
4,000

Less : Write off

4,000

In practice, the purchase and sale of an asset, is a continuous exercise. Hence, you
should know how the calculation of depreciation will be made in such situations and
the transactions recorded in the concerned asset account. Look at illustration 2 and
study how the asset account appears in such situations.
Illustration 2
Arivind & Co. purchased a plant worth Rs. 2,00,000 on January 1, 2017. On June
30, 2017 an additional plant was bought for Rs. 50,000. On December 31, 2018 a
part of the plant bought on January 1, 2017 costing Rs. 4,000 was sold for Rs.
3,000.
Prepare Plant and Machinery Account for years 2017 and 2018 providing
depreciations at 10% per annum on fixed instalment method. The accounts are
closed on December 31, every year.
Solution:

Plant and Machinery Account

Dr.

Cr.

2017
Jan. 1
Jan. 1

2017
Rs.
To Bank A/c
2,00,000
To Bank A/c (erection charges) 50,000

Dec. 31
“ 31

By Depreciation A/c
By Balance c/d

2,50,000
2018
Jan. 1

To Balance b/d

2,27,500

2,27,500
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Rs.
22,500
2,27,500
2,50,000

2018
Dec. 31
“ 31

By Bank A/c
By Depreciation A/c
By P & L A/c
By Balance c/d

3,000
25,000
200
1,99,300
2,27,500

Depreciation

Working Notes:
1.

Depreciation for 2017
On Rs. 2,00,000 for one year
(10/10,00 of 2,00,000)
On Rs. 50,000 for six months
(10/100 × 50,000 × 6/12)

Rs.
20,000
2,500
22,500

2.

3.

Depreciation for 2018
On Rs. 2,50,000 for one year
(10/100 of 2,50,000)
Loss on Sale of Plant
Depreciated value of plant sold
as on December 31, 2018
(Rs. 4,000-Rs. 800)
Less : Sale Proceeds
Loss on Sale

25,000

3,200
3,000
200

Advantages
1.

It is easily understandable and is simple to apply.

2.

Amount of depreciation does not vary from year to year.

3.

Under this method the book value of asset is reduced either to zero or scrap
value as the case may be.

4.

In this method deprecation charge spreads equally over the entire period of its
anticipated working life. Therefore, it is considered particularly suitable for
those assets which get depreciated more on account of lapse of time such as
lease-holds, patents etc.

Disadvantages
1.

It does not reflect the correct charge on account of depreciation when the
effective utilisation of the asset varies from year to year.

2.

It does not recognise the reality that as an asset becomes older, the amount
spent for repairs and renewals goes on increasing. It is common knowledge
that when the asset is brand new, repair bill would be either nil or very small.
But, as the machine is progressively subjected to wear and tear, the repairs bill
would increase considerably. Thus the combined charge on account of
depreciation and repairs will not be uniform throughout the life of the asset. The
increasing repairs bill unjustifiably burden the later years of asset life with heavier
combined charges.

3.

It does not take into account the loss of interest on the money invested in the
asset. Certain other methods (annuity method) while calculating depreciation
also take interest aspect into account.

3.8.2

Diminishing Balance Method

Under this method, though the rate of depreciation is fixed, it is calculated on the
written down value of the asset. Consequently the amount of depreciation to be
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charged goes on reducing from year to year. For example, a machine was purchased
on January 1, 2016 for Rs. 10,000. It is to be depreciated at 15% per annum under
the diminishing balance method. In this case, the depreciation for 2016 would be
Rs. 1,500 (15% of 10,000), for 2017 it would be Rs. 1,275 (15% of 8,500), and
for 2018 it would work out as Rs. 1,084 (15% of 7,225). Thus you will notice that
the annual depreciation goes on reducing. Hence, it is also known as ‘reducing
insta1met method’. This method is considered better than the fixed instalment method
because with reducing instalments of depreciation the combined effect of repairs
and depreciation will be more or less uniform throughout the life of the asset.
Look at illustration 3 and see how the amount of depreciation is computed every
year and recorded in the concerned asset account.
Illustration 3
Kishore Ltd. purchased a tractor costing Rs. 1,00,000 on January 1, 2014. The
rate of depreciation to be charged was fixed at 20% per annum. Write up Tractor
Account for five years ending December 31, 2018, under diminishing balance method.
Tractor Account

Dr.

Cr.

2014
Jan. 1

2014
To Bank A/c

Rs.
1,00,000

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

1,00,000
2015
Jan. 1

To Bank A/c

80,000

1,00,000
2015
Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

80,000
2016
Jan. 1

To Bank A/c

64,000

To Bank A/c

51,200

2016
Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

To Bank A/c

40,960
40,960
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12,800
51,200
64,000

2017
Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

51,200
2018
Jan. 1

16,000
64,000
80,000

64,000
2017
Jan. 1

Rs.
20,000
80,000

10,240
40,960
51,200

2018
Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

8,192
37,768
40,960

Now look at illustration 4. It deal with the situation when additions and disposals
are made during the course of the year and a part of the asset is replaced.

Depreciation

Illustration 4
Harinath purchased on January 1, 2016, a plant for Rs. 50,000. On July 1, 2016 an
additional plant worth Rs. 20,000 was purchased and on July 1. 2017, the plant
purchased on January 1, 2016 having become obsolete is sold off for Rs. 20,000.
On July 1, 2018, a new plant was purchased for Rs. 60,000 and the plant purchased
on July 1, 2016 was sold for Rs. 15,000. Depreciation is to be provided at 10%
p.a. on the written down value every year. Show the Plant Account.
Plant Account
Dr.

Cr.

2016

2016

Jan. 1

To Bank A/c

Rs.
50,000

Jan. 1

To Bank A/c (erection charges)

20,000

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
“

31 By Balance c/d

70,000
2017
Jan. 1

Rs.
6,000
64,000
70,000

2017
To Balance b/d

64,000

July, 1

By Bank A/c

20,000

Dec. 31 By P & L A/c
(loss on sale)

22,750

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d
64,000
2018

4,150
17,100
64,000

2018

Jan. 1

To Balance b/d

17,100

July, 1

By Bank A/c

15,000

Jan. 1

To Bank A/c

60,000

Dec. 31 By P & L A/c
(loss on sale)

1,245

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c

3,855

Dec. 31 By Balance c/d
77,100

57,000
77,100

Working Notes:
1.

Depreciation for 2016
10% on Rs. 50,000 for one year
10% on Rs. 20,000 for six months

Rs.
5,000
1,000
6,000

2.

Depreciation for 2017
10% on Rs. 45,000 for six months
(upto June 30, 2017)
10% on Rs. 19,000 for one year

2,250
1,900
4,150
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3.

4.

Loss on plant sold on July 1, 2017
Depreciated value as on 2017
50,000 — 5,000 — 2,250
Less : Sale proceeds

42,750
20,000

Loss on sale

22,750

Depreciation for 2018
10% on Rs. 17,100 for six months
10% on Rs. 60,000 for six months

855
3,000
3,855

5.

Loss on plant sold on July 1, 2018
Depreciated value as on 1.7.2018
20,000 — 1,000 — 1,900 — 855
Less: Sale proceeds
Loss on sale

16,245
15,000
1,245

Advantages
This method is also simple to understand and easy to follow, though calculation of
depreciation is slightly complicated. It ensures a fairly even charge to Profit and
Loss Account on account of both depreciation and repairs. This is possible because
the amount of depreciation decreases year after year while the charge for repairs
goes n increasing year after year.
Disadvantages
One of the important limitations of this method is that the value of an asset cannot be
brought down to zero. Hence, even after the asset is put out of use it may have
certain book value. This method also does not take into account the loss of interest
on the money invested in the asset. The determination of a suitable rate of depreciation
is also difficult under this method. The formula generally used for this purpose is as
follow:

Rate of Depreciation  1  n

Scrap Value
Original Cost

This looks quite complicated as compared to the fixed installment method. This
method is considered suitable for assets like plant and machinery where the repairs
are insignificant in earlier years but increase considerably in later years. It is popularly
known as ‘written down value method’ because the depreciation is computed on
the written down value every year. There are however, other methods of computing
depreciation under the diminishing balance method such as ‘sum of year digits
method’ and ‘double declining balance method’. These are also called accelerated
depreciation method, because under all these methods the amount of depreciation
charged in earlier years is more compared to that of the later years.
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3.8.3 Difference between Fixed Instalment Method and
Diminishing Balance Method

Depreciation

The difference between the fixed instalment method and the diminishing balance
method can be summarised as follows:
Fixed Instalment Method

Diminishing Balance Method

1.

Depreciation is calculated on
the original cost

Depreciation is calculated written down
value

2.

Depreciation instalment is
the same every year.

Depreciation instalment goes on reducing
every year.

3.

The balance in the asset
account will reduce to zero at
the expiry of the working life
of the reduce to zero. asset.

The balance in the asset account will never
reduce to zero.

4.

The combined cost on account The combined cost on account of
of depreciation and repairs is depreciation and repairs is more or less
low during the initial years and equal throughout.
high during later years.

5.

Calculation of the rate of
depreciation is easy.

Calculation of the rate of depreciation is
difficult

6.

It is suitable for assets which
get depreciated more on
account of the expiry of time

It is suitable for assets which require heavy
repairs in later years of their working life.

Check Your Progress B
1.

List the factors influencing the amount of depreciation.
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

2.

Name various methods of computing depreciation.
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................

3.

State whether the following statements are True or False.
i)

Depreciation is a temporary change in the value of an asset.

ii)

While calculating depreciation, the scrap value (salvage value) must be
taken into account.

iii)

Under fixed instalment method of providing depreciation the combined
effect of repairs and depreciation is uniform over the year
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iv) Under the diminishing balance method it would be possible to reduce the
value of an asset to zero.
v)

The interest involved in the investment on assets purchased is ignored
under both the fixed instalment and the diminishing balance methods.

vi) When a Provision for Depreciation Account is maintained, the asset is
shown at the original cost in the Balance Sheet

3.8.4

Change of Method

Sometimes a firm may decide to change the method of depreciation it had adopted
i.e., it may change the method of depreciation from fixed instalment method to reducing
instalment method or vice versa. If it decides to implement the change with
prospective, effect, there is no problem because no adjustment is necessary in respect
of depreciation charged in earlier years. All that is necessary is to charge depreciation
from that year onwards according to the new method decided.
However, when it is decided to change the method with retrospective effect i.e.,
with effect from a prior date (usually from the date of acquisition of an asset) it
would be necessary to adjust the depreciation charged till date. Suppose a firm was
depreciating its machinery under the fixed instalment method during the past three
years. It has now decided to change the method to written down value method with
retrospective effect. In such a case it would be necessary to take the following
steps:
1.

Calculate the amount of depreciation already charged till the date of change
according to old method.

2.

Calculate the amount of depreciation that would have been charged under the
new method now proposed to be adopted.

3.

If the amount of depreciation under the new method is more than what was
charged under the old method, such difference should be credited to the asset
account in current year and debited to the Profit and Loss Account.

4.

If, on the other hand, the amount of depreciation under the new method is less
than what was charged under the old method such a difference should be debited
to the asset account in current year and credited to the Profit and Loss Account.

5.

As the difference in depreciation amount is adjusted to the current value of
asset in the asset account, the asset account will appear at its new value, from
the date of change and depreciation will be charged according to the new
method in subsequent years.

Look at illustration 6. It will help you to clearly understand the procedure to be
followed when a change of method is desired with retrospective effect.
Illustration 5
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Sharat & Sons purchased a car for Rs. 1,00,000 on January 1, 2015. The car was
depreciated at 10% under the written down value method. On January1, 2018 they
wanted to change the method of depreciation from reducing instalment method to
straight line method without & changing the rate. Show the asset account from 2015
to 2018.

Depreciation

Solution:
Car Account
Dr.

Cr.

2015
Jan. 1

2015
To Bank A/c

Rs.
1,00,000

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c

Rs.
10,000

Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

90,000

1,00,000
2016
Jan. 1

1,00,000
2016

To Bank A/c

90,000

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

90,000
2017
Jan. 1

81,000
90,000

2017
To Bank A/c

81,000

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c
Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

81,000
2018
Jan. 1

9,000

8,100
72,900
64,000

2018
To Bank A/c

72,900

Dec. 31 By P & L A/c (diff.)

2,900

Dec. 31 By Depreciation A/c

10,000

Dec. 31 By Balance c/d

60,000

72,900

72,900

2019
Jan. 1

To Balance b/d

60,000

Notes: 1. If the firm had followed the fixed instalment method right from the
beginning (1.1.2015), the value of car as on 1.1.2018 would be Rs.
70,000 worked out as follows:
Rs.
Original cost
Less: Depreciation for years
at Rs. 10,000 p.a. (10% of 1,00,000)
Value of Car as on 1.1.2018

1,00,000
30,000
70,000

But from the Car Account you find that the opening balance on 1.1.2018
is Rs. 72,900. This means that under the written down value method
the amount of depreciation charged during the three years was Rs.
27,100 (1,00,000 — 72,900) as against Rs. 30,000 required under
the fixed instalment method. Hence. the difference between the two
amounts i.e., Rs. 2,900 (30,000 — 27,100) must be charged as
additional depreciation so as to adjust the asset account.
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2

The depreciation to be charged for the year 2018 would be Rs. 10.000
i.e., 10% on Rs. 1,00,000 as required under the fixed instalment
method. From this year onwards Rs. 10,000 will be charged as
depreciation every year.

3.9 LET US SUM UP
Depreciation is a permanent and gradual diminution in the value of an asset caused
by usage and effusion of time.
It represents the expired cost of a fixed asset which mist be charged to the Profit
and Loss Account and deducted from the value of the asset concerned Unless it is
so treated, the Profit and Loss Account will not show true profit or toss for the year
and the Balance Sheet will not reflect the correct financial position. The amount of
depreciation to be charged is determined by taking into account: (i) the cost of
asset, (ii) the estimated useful life, and (iii) the estimated salvage value.
There are essentially two methods of recording the depreciation in books of a account
(i) By maintaining a Provision for Depreciation Account, and (ii) Without maintaining
a Provision for Depreciation Account.
When a provision for Depreciation Account is maintained the depreciation is credited
to this account from year to year. Its accumulated balance is transferred to the asset
account only at the end of the life of the asset or when the same is sold. But when
provision for Depreciation Account-is not maintained, the depreciation is directly
credited to the asset account every year. Of course, in the Balance Sheet the asset
will always be shown at the depreciated value.
There are various methods of calculating the amount of depreciation. Of these, the
two most common methods are : (i) fixed instalment method, and (ii) diminishing
balance method, Under the fixed instalment method an equal amount is charged as
depreciation year after year while under the diminishing balance method the amount
of depreciation goes on reducing year after year. Both have their merits and demerits.
But, the diminishing balance method is considered better because the combined
cost on account of depreciation and repairs is uniformly distributed over the working
life of an asset. Although the amount of depreciation under these two methods differ,
the method of recording it in the books of account is the same.
Sometimes, a concern may decide to change the method of depreciation. If the
change is to take effect from current years, it does not involve much problem. But if
it is with retrospective effect, it would require the calculation of depreciation according
to both the methods and the difference will have to be adjusted before the depreciation
cap be charged according to changed method.

3.10 KEY WORDS
Amortisation: Writing off the expired cost of an intangible asset.
Depreciation: Permanent and gradual diminution in value of a fixed asset.
Obsolescence: Becoming out of date, a cause for depreciation in value of asset.
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Residual Value: Expected realisable amount, when the asset is sold out at the end
of its useful life.

Salvage Value: Same as residual or scrap value.

Depreciation

Written Down Value: Book value of an asset after deducting depreciation from
the original cost. It is also called depreciated value.
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3.12 ANSWERS TO CHECKYOUR PROGRESS
A

3.

i) False ii) True iii) True iv) False v) False vi) False vii) False viii) True

B

3.

i) False ii) True iii) False iv) False v) True vi) False.

3.13 TERMINAL QUESTIONS/EXERCISES
Questions
1.

Define depreciation. Distinguish it from depletion, amortisation and
obsolescence.

2.

Explain the need and significance of depreciation. What factors should be
considered for determining the amount of depreciation?

3.

Enumerate the methods of calculating depreciation. Discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of fixed instalment method.

4.

What are the merits and demerits of written down value method? Distinguish it
from the straight line method.

5.

Describe the methods of recording depreciation in books of account. How is
the balance of the Provisions for Depreciation Account shown in the Balance
Sheet?

Exercises
1,

A cold storage plant was purchased on July 1, 2016 for Rs. 1,00,000. Show
the V plant Account under (a) the Straight Line Method and (b) the..Written
Down Value Method. Rate of depreciation charged is 20%. What is the balance
of plant at the end of the third year?
(Answer : Balance at the end of the third year (a) under Straight Line Method
Rs. 40,000; and (b) under Written Down Value Method: Rs. 51,200).
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2.

Suresh purchased plant and machinery for Rs. 50,000 on July 1, 2014. The
asset was to be depreciated at the rate of 10 per cent per annum on written
down value basis. The machinery was sold on January 1, 2018 for Rs. 32,000.
Write up Machinery Account assuming accounting year to end on December
31 every year.
(Answer: Loss on sale Rs. 2,627)

3.

On 1-8-2016, a machine was purchased by a manufacturing concern for Rs.
60,000 and it spent for its overhaul and installation Rs. 10,000. Its effective life
was estimated to be ten years and residual value at the end of its life time was
estimated to be Rs. 10,000. Show Machine Account for the first three years
assuming that the concern decided to depreciate it under the fixed instalment
method. The accounting year ends on December 31.
(Answer: Balance of Machine Accounts as on January 1, 2019: Rs. 55,000)

4.

Ashok Ltd has bought machinery for Rs. 1,00,000 including a boiler worth Rs.
10,000. The Machinery Account has been credited for depreciation on the
written down value method for the past four years at the rate of 10%. During
the fifth year the boiler became useless on account of damage to some of its
vital parts; the damaged boiler is sold for Rs. 5,000. Write up the Machinery
Account.
(Answer: Loss on sale of machinery Rs. 1,561; Balance of Machinery Account
as at the end of fifth year Rs. 59,049.)

5.

Navrang & Co., whose accounting year is the calendar year, purchased
machinery costing Rs. 60,000 on July 1, 2016. It purchased further machinery
on September 1, 2016 costing Rs. 30,000. On January 1, 2018 one-third of
the Machinery installed on June 1, 2016 became obsolete and was sold for Rs.
5,000. Depreciation is being written off on fixed instalment system, at 10%
per annum. Prepare the machinery account as would appear in the ledger of
the company for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018.
(Answer: Balance of Machinery Account as on January 1, 2019 : Rs. 53,000).

6.

On October 1, 2016 Raghavan & Sons purchased machinery for Rs. 30,000
and spent Rs. 3,000 on installing it. On January 1, 2017, the firm purchased
another machinery for Rs. 20,000. On June 30, 2018 the machinery purchased
on January 1, 2017 was sold for Rs. 16,000 and on the same date a fresh
plant was installed at a cost of Rs. 25,000.
The company writes off 10% depreciation on the diminishing balance method.
The accounts are closed every year on December 31. Show the Machinery
account for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018.
(Answer : Balance of Machinery Account as on January 1, 2019: Rs. 39,950)

7.
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On July 1, 2015, a company purchased a plant for Rs. 2,00,000. Depreciation
was provided at 10% per annum on straight line method on December 31,
every year. With effect from January 1, 2017 the company decided to change
the method of depreciation to diminishing balance method @ 15% per annum
with retrospective effect. On July 1, 2018, the plant was sold for Rs. 1,20,000.
Prepare Plant Account from 2015 to 2018).
(Answer : Loss on sale of plant: Rs. 3,637.

8.

Work out problem No. 7 assuming that (a) the asset was originally depreciated
on written down value method at 20% and that (b) now it is desired to change
the method to fixed instalment method with retrospective effect, rate of
depreciation remaining same.

Depreciation

(Answer: Profit on sale of plant Rs. 40,000).

Note : These questions will help you to understand the unit better. Try to
write answers for them. But, do not submit your answers to the
University for assessment. These are for your own practice only.
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UNIT-4

ACCOUNTING STANDARD (AS-6) ON DEPRECIATION
ACCOUNTING

Structure
4.0.
4.1.
4.2
4.3.
4.4.
4.5
4.6.
4.7.
4.8.
4.9.

Objectives
Background
Introduction
Definitions
Explanation
Depreciation Accounting
Disclosures
AS-6(Revised) Main Principles
Summary
Terminal Questions

4.0 OBJECTIVES
After going through this Unit, learners would be in a position to: Understand the back ground of AS-6;
 Explain the concept of Depreciation;
 Classify depreciable assets;
 Discuss the methods of Depreciation;
 Understand various Disclosures;
 Justify relevance of revised AS-6;
4.1 BACKGROUND
Accounting Standard (AS) 6, Depreciation Accounting, was issued by the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of India in November 1982. Subsequently, in the
context of insertion of Schedule XIV in the Companies Act in 1988, the Institute
brought out a Guidance Note on Accounting for Depreciation in Companies which
came into effect in respect of accounting periods commencing on or after 1st
April, 1989. The Guidance Note differed from AS 6 in respect of accounting
treatment of (a) change in the method of depreciation, and (b) change in the rates
of depreciation. It was clarified in the Guidance Note, with regard to the matter at
(a) that AS 6 would be revised to bring it in line with the recommendations of the
Guidance Note. Based on the recommendations of the Accounting Standards
Board, the Council of the Institute at its 168th meeting, held on May 26-29, 1994,
decided to bring AS 6 in line with the Guidance Note in respect of both of the
aforementioned matters. Accordingly, it was decided to modify paragraphs 11, 15,
22 and 24 and delete paragraph 19 of AS 6. Also, in the context of delinking of
rates of depreciation under the Companies Act from those under the Income-tax
Act/Rules by the Companies (Amendment) Act, 1988, the Council decided to
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suitably modify paragraph 13 of AS 6. An announcement to this effect was
published in the August 1994 issue of The Chartered Accountant (pp. 218-219).
AS 6 is mandatory in respect of accounts for periods commencing on or after
1.4.1995. Reference may be made to the section titled ‘Announcements of the
Council regarding status of various documents issued by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India’ appearing at the beginning of this Compendium for a
detailed discussion on the implications of the mandatory status of an accounting
standard. From the date of Accounting Standard (AS) 26, ‘Intangible Assets’,
becoming mandatory for the concerned enterprises, this Standard stands
withdrawn insofar as it relates to the amortisation (depreciation) of intangible
assets (See AS 26).
4.2

INTRODUCTION

4.2.1. This Statement deals with depreciation accounting and applies to all
depreciable assets, except the following items to which special considerations
apply:—
(i)
(ii)

Forests, plantations and similar regenerative natural resources;
Wasting assets including expenditure on the exploration for and extraction
of minerals, oils, natural gas and similar non-regenerative resources;
(iii) Expenditure on research and development;
(iv) Goodwill;
(v) Livestock;

This statement also does not apply to land unless it has a limited useful life for the
enterprise.
4.2.3. Different accounting policies for depreciation are adopted by different
enterprises. Disclosure of accounting policies for depreciation followed by an
enterprise is necessary to appreciate the view presented in the financial statements
of the enterprise.
4.3

DEFINITIONS

The following terms are used in this Statement with the meanings specified:
4.3.1 Depreciation is a measure of the wearing out, consumption or other loss of
value of a depreciable asset arising from use, effluxion of time or obsolescence
through technology and market changes. Depreciation is allocated so as to charge
a fair proportion of the depreciable amount in each accounting period during the
expected useful life of the asset. Depreciation includes amortisation of assets
whose useful life is predetermined.
4.3.2 Depreciable assets are assets which
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i) Are expected to be used during more than one accounting period;
ii) Have a limited useful life; and
iii) Are held by an enterprise for use in the production or supply of goods and
services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes and not for the
purpose of sale in the ordinary course of business.
4.3.3 Useful life is either
i) the period over which a depreciable asset is expected to be used by the
enterprise; or
ii) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the use
of the asset by the enterprise.
4.3.4. Depreciable amount of a depreciable asset is its historical cost, or other
amount substituted for historical cost in the financial statements, less the
estimated residual value.
4.4

EXPLANATION

4.4.1 Depreciation has a significant effect in determining and presenting the
financial position and results of operations of an enterprise. Depreciation is
charged in each accounting period by reference to the extent of the depreciable
amount, irrespective of an increase in the market value of the assets.
4.4.2. Assessment of depreciation and the amount to be charged in respect thereof
in an accounting period are usually based on the following three factors:
(i)

Historical cost or other amount substituted for the historical cost of the
depreciable asset when the asset has been revalued;
(ii) Expected useful life of the depreciable asset; and
(iii) Estimated residual value of the depreciable asset.
4.4.3 Historical cost of a depreciable asset represents its money outlay or its
equivalent in connection with its acquisition, installation and commissioning as
well as for additions to or improvement thereof. The historical cost of a
depreciable asset may undergo subsequent changes arising as a result of increase
or decrease in long term liability on account of exchange fluctuations, price
adjustments, changes in duties or similar factors.
However, this statement does not deal with the treatment of the revaluation
difference which may arise when historical costs are substituted by revaluations.
4.5

DEPRECIATION ACCOUNTING

4.5.1 The useful life of a depreciable asset is shorter than its physical life and is:
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i) Pre-determined by legal or contractual limits, such as the expiry dates of
related leases;
ii) Directly governed by extraction or consumption;
iii) dependent on the extent of use and physical deterioration on account of wear
and tear which again depends on operational factors, such as, the number of
shifts for which the asset is to be used, repair and maintenance policy of the
enterprise etc.; and
iv) Reduced by obsolescence arising from such factors as:
a. Technological changes;
b. Improvement in production methods;
c. Change in market demand for the product or service output of the asset; or
d. Legal or other restrictions.
4.5.2 Determination of the useful life of a depreciable asset is a matter of
estimation and is normally based on various factors including experience with
similar types of assets. Such estimation is more difficult for an asset using new
technology or used in the production of a new product or in the provision of a new
service but is nevertheless required on some reasonable basis.
4.5.3 Any addition or extension to an existing asset which is of a capital nature
and which becomes an integral part of the existing asset is depreciated over the
remaining useful life of that asset. As a practical measure, however, depreciation
is sometimes provided on such addition or extension at the rate which is applied to
an existing asset. Any addition or extension which retains a separate identity and
is capable of being used after the existing asset is disposed of, is depreciated
independently on the basis of an estimate of its own useful life.
4.5.4 Determination of residual value of an asset is normally a difficult matter. If
such value is considered as insignificant, it is normally regarded as nil. On the
contrary, if the residual value is likely to be significant, it is estimated at the time
of acquisition/installation, or at the time of subsequent revaluation of the asset.
One of the bases for determining the residual value would be the realizable value
of similar assets which have reached the end of their useful lives and have
operated under conditions similar to those in which the asset will be used.
4.5.5 The quantum of depreciation to be provided in an accounting period
involves the exercise of judgment by management in the light of technical,
commercial, accounting and legal requirements and accordingly may need
periodical review. If it is considered that the original estimate of useful life of an
asset requires any revision, the unamortized depreciable amount of the asset is
charged to revenue over the revised remaining useful life.
4.5.6. There are several methods of allocating depreciation over the useful life of
the assets. Those most commonly employed in industrial and commercial
enterprises are the straight-line method and the reducing balance method. The
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management of a business selects the most appropriate method(s) based on
various important factors e.g.,
(i) type of asset,
(ii) the nature of the use of such asset and
(iii) circumstances prevailing in the business.
A combination of more than one method is sometimes used. In respect of
depreciable assets which do not have material value, depreciation is often
allocated fully in the accounting period in which they are acquired.
4.5.7 The statute governing an enterprise may provide the basis for computation
of the depreciation.
For example, the Companies Act, 1956 lays down the rates of depreciation in
respect of various assets. Where the management’s estimate of the useful life of
an asset of the enterprise is shorter than that envisaged under the provisions of the
relevant statute, the depreciation provision is appropriately computed by applying
a higher rate. If the management’s estimate of the useful life of the asset is longer
than that envisaged under the statute, depreciation rate lower than that envisaged
by the statute can be applied only in accordance with requirements of the statute.
4.5.8. Where depreciable assets are disposed of, discarded, demolished or
destroyed, the net surplus or deficiency, if material, is disclosed separately.
4.5.9. The method of depreciation is applied consistently to provide comparability
of the results of the operations of the enterprise from period to period. A change
from one method of providing depreciation to another is made only if the adoption
of the new method is required by statute or for Depreciation Accounting.
Compliance with an accounting standard or if it is considered that the change
would result in a more appropriate preparation or presentation of the financial
statements of the enterprise. When such a change in the method of depreciation is
made, depreciation is recalculated in accordance with the new method from the
date of the asset coming into use. The deficiency or surplus arising from
retrospective re-computation of depreciation in accordance with the new method
is adjusted in the accounts in the year in which the method of depreciation is
changed. In case the change in the method results in deficiency in depreciation in
respect of past years, the deficiency is charged in the statement of profit and loss.
In case the change in the method results in surplus, the surplus is credited to the
statement of profit and loss. Such a change is treated as a change in accounting
policy and its effect is quantified and disclosed.
4.5.10 Where the historical cost of an asset has undergone a change due to
circumstances specified in para 6 above, the depreciation on the revised
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unamortised depreciable amount is provided prospectively over the residual useful
life of the asset.

4.6

DISCLOSURE

4.6.1 The depreciation methods used, the total depreciation for the period for each
class of assets, the gross amount of each class of depreciable assets and the related
accumulated depreciation are disclosed in the financial statements along with the
disclosure of other accounting policies. The depreciation rates or the useful lives
of the assets are disclosed only if they are different from the principal rates
specified in the statute governing the enterprise.
4.6.2. In case the depreciable assets are revalued, the provision for depreciation is
based on the revalued amount on the estimate of the remaining useful life of such
assets. In case the revaluation has a material effect on the amount of depreciation,
the same is disclosed separately in the year in which revaluation is carried out.
4.6.3. A change in the method of depreciation is treated as a change in an
accounting policy and is disclosed accordingly.
4.7.

ACCOUNTING STANDARD-6 (Revised), Main Principles

4.7.1. The depreciable amount of a depreciable asset should be allocated on a
systematic basis to each accounting period during the useful life of the asset.
4.7.2. The depreciation method selected should be applied consistently from
period to period. A change from one method of providing depreciation to another
should be made only if the adoption of the new method is required by statute or
for compliance with an accounting standard or if it is considered that the change
would result in a more appropriate preparation or presentation of the financial
statements of the enterprise. When such a change in the method of depreciation is
made, depreciation should be recalculated in accordance with the new method
from the date of the asset coming into use. The deficiency or surplus arising from
retrospective recomputation of depreciation in accordance with the new method
should be adjusted in the accounts in the year in which the method of depreciation
is changed. In case the change in the method results in deficiency in depreciation
in respect of past years, the deficiency should be charged in the statement of profit
and loss. In case the change in the method results in surplus, the surplus should be
credited to the statement of profit and loss. Such a change should be treated as a
change in accounting policy and its effect should be quantified and disclosed.
4.7.3. The useful life of a depreciable asset should be estimated after considering
the following factors:
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(i) expected physical wear and tear;
(ii) obsolescence;
(iii) legal or other limits on the use of the asset.
4.7.4. The useful lives of major depreciable assets or classes of depreciable assets
may be reviewed periodically. Where there is a revision of the estimated useful
life of an asset, the unamortised depreciable amount should be charged over the
revised remaining useful life.
4.7.5. Any addition or extension which becomes an integral part of the existing
asset should be depreciated over the remaining useful life of that asset. The
depreciation on such addition or extension may also be provided at the rate
applied to the existing asset. Where an addition or extension retains a separate
identity and is capable of being used after the existing asset is disposed of,
depreciation should be provided independently on the basis of an estimate of its
own useful life.
4.7.6. Where the historical cost of a depreciable asset has undergone a change due
to increase or decrease in long term liability on account of exchange fluctuations,
price adjustments, changes in duties or similar factors, the depreciation on the
revised unamortized depreciable amount should be provided prospectively over
the residual useful life of the asset.
4.7.7. Where the depreciable assets are revalued, the provision for depreciation
should be based on the revalued amount and on the estimate of the remaining
useful lives of such assets. In case the revaluation has a material effect on the
amount of depreciation, the same should be disclosed separately in the year in
which revaluation is carried out.
4.7.8. If any depreciable asset is disposed of, discarded, demolished or destroyed,
the net surplus or deficiency, if material, should be disclosed separately.
4.7.9. The following information should be disclosed in the financial statements:
(i)

the historical cost or other amount substituted for historical cost of each
class of depreciable assets;
(ii) total depreciation for the period for each class of assets; and
(iii) the related accumulated depreciation.
4.7.10. The following information should also be disclosed in the financial
statements along with the disclosure of other accounting policies:
(i)
(ii)

depreciation methods used; and
depreciation rates or the useful lives of the assets, if they are different from
the principal rates specified in the statute governing the enterprise.
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4.8.

SUMMARY

Depreciation is a gradual, continuous and permanent decrease in the value of an
asset.AS-6 was issued by ICAI in 1982 and revised in 1994.AS-6 deals with
depreciation, its calculation, periodicity and accounting treatment of annual
depreciation. The applicability of AS-6 is to all types of depreciable assets except
forest, plantation, natural resource, wasting assets, R&D, livestock and intangible
assets. There are Various methods of calculating depreciation but two methods i.e.
Straight line method and diminishing/reducing balance method are widely used.
The Philosophy behind depreciation is to present a fare financial statement. It is
mandatory in terms of Companies Act. Depreciation accounting is here to stay
despite the disputes between, ’Historical Cost vs. Substitution Cost and
confusions regarding calculation of residual value.
4.9.

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

(1)

Explain the following terms with examples:a. Depreciable Assets;
b. Wasting Asset;
c. Intangible Asset;
d. Historical Cost;

(2)

Why depreciation? Explain the concept and give reasons to your answer.

(3)

Distinguish between ‘Straight line method’ and ‘Reducing balance method’
of calculating depreciation.
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